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Hard Drive Cooler - Black

Special Price

$8.99 was

$24.95
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Short Description

For some, the hard drive is the most important part of their computer as it stores critical data. To help protect this asset, we
introduce the FP53 to not only help increase the reliability of hard drives, but also to quiet them down during operation. Features
such as the thick aluminum casing, internal fan, and vibration dampening pads all contribute to make FP53 a solid investment for
any computer user seeking extra hard drive protection.

Description

For some, the hard drive is the most important part of their computer as it stores critical data. To help protect this asset, we
introduce the FP53 to not only help increase the reliability of hard drives, but also to quiet them down during operation. Features
such as the thick aluminum casing, internal fan, and vibration dampening pads all contribute to make FP53 a solid investment for
any computer user seeking extra hard drive protection.

Features

Reduce hard drive surface temperature
Anti-vibration design help reduce noise
Solid aluminum face plate and casing
Unique dual-oval intake mesh grille
Efficient three bladed internal fan
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Specifications

 Specifications:

Material Aluminum front panel, aluminum body

Color
Black

Silver

Application 5.25� drive bay

Compatibility 3.5� hard drive

Cooling System
Dual-oval intake mesh grille
Aluminum body with thermal pad
Internal 40mm fan, 5000rpm, 25.6dBA

Net Weight 560g

Dimi\ension 148mm (W) x 42mm (H) x 193mm (D)

Additional Information

Brand SilverStone Technology

SKU SST-FP53-B-D

Weight 2.5000

Color Black

Case Accessory Type Bay Hardware

Special Price $8.99


